
RrEoULION V

Special Rutes concerning Subdivision

(1) A compartment inay exceed the permis-ible length determined
rules of Regulation IV provided the.combined length of each pair of ac
compartmnents to which, the compartment in question is conmmon dees not
either the floodable length-.or twice the permissible length, whichever is tl

If one of the two adjacent compartments is situated inside the mac
space, and the second is situated outside the machinery space, and the a
permeability, of the portion of the shipin which the second is situated
from that of the machinery space, the combined length of the two compar
shall be adjusted te the mean average permeability of the two portions
ship in which the oompartments are situiated.

Where the two adjacent compartments have different factors of subdi
the combined length of the two compartments shall be determined prop(
ateiy.

(2) In ships 430 feet (131 metres) in length and upwards, one of th(
transverse bulkheads abaft the fore peak shall bo fitteçl at a distance frç
fqrward perpendicular which is not greater than the permissib1e length.

(3) A main transverse bulkhead may be recessed provided that all1
of the recess lie inhoard.et vertical. surfaces on both s-ides of the ship, si'
at a distance from. the sheli plating equal to one-fifth the breadthi of th(
as defined in Regulation 1 (3), and measured at right angles te the cen
at the level of the deepest subdivision loadline.

Any part of a recess which lies outside these limits shall be deait wit'
step in accor<3ance with the following paragraph.

(4) A main transverse hulkhead may be stepped provided that-
(a) the combined length of the two compartrnents, separated by the

head in question, does net exceed 90 per cent ef the floodabîci1
or

(b) additional subdivision is provided in way of the step te r ai1ite
same measure of safety as that secured by a plane bulkhead.

(5) Wbhere a main transverse bulkhiead is recessed or stepped, an il
plane bulkhead shall b. used ini determlning the subdivision.

(6) If the distance between two adjacent mnain transverse buldhea
their equivalent plane bulkheads, or the distance between the transverse 1
passing through the nearest stiepped portions of the bulkheads, la 1essDt
feet (3-05 meties) nlus 2 ver cent of the lenoth of the shin. onlyon OYf,


